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Modelling User Behaviour in Online Q&A
Communities for Customer Support

Erik Aumayr and Conor Hayes
{erik.aumayr, conor.hayes}@insight-centre.org

Insight Centre for Data Analytics
National University of Ireland, Galway

Abstract. With the increased popularity of Questions and Answers
(Q&A) platforms, especially as a means to efficient customer support
management, a lot of research has been carried out in order to study the
user behaviour on Q&A sites. However, many research questions remain
unanswered, as the underlying dynamics of replying in online commu-
nication platforms are not yet fully understood. One reason for this is
that the interaction patterns in typical datasets with thousands of users
and millions of posts are too complex to be broken down to the level
of the individual users. In this paper, we present an agent-based model
of online Q&A communities that is able to explain how these complex
behaviour patterns evolve from the basic interactions of the individual
agents. We evaluate our model on the SAP Community Network, and
find that it closely reproduces Q&A behaviour of the real data.

1 Introduction

Online communities have become a standard way through which companies re-
spond to and support a large customer base. The efficacy of online support
communities relies on having members that are willing to assist other members
with answers or advice. In a 2006 study1, Nielsen has reported that in a typical
community 9% of users contribute little and 1% of users account for most of the
action. Several studies have been done to examine how to improve the online
participation in communities. Arguello et al. investigated how user participation
can be increased by ensuring that newcomers receive replies to their enquiries [1].
Sung et al. tried to detect expert users based on posting behaviour [2]. Others
have tried to counter negative influences, e.g. by identifying malicious users [3].
The recent advent of reward systems, especially in online Q&A sites, introduced
incentives to participation and a means of reputation ranking. However, reward
systems can cause severe harm to a community in terms of trust and knowledge
exchange if not deployed sensitively [4].

While observations from real world data allow for inferences about how user
behaviour may be effected by different engagement strategies, these inferences
can only be tested and compared in live contexts. Naturally, companies are wary

1 http://www.webcitation.org/6Q8DLIE75
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of alienating their customer base through various trial-and-error online exper-
iments. In this paper we propose a simple agent-based model, calibrated and
verified by real customer support data, that provides a means of evaluating the
potential outcome of strategies designed to engage an online community. The
simplicity of our model adheres to Axelrod’s “keep-it-simple-stupid” (KISS) prin-
ciple for agent modelling: the phenomena that emerge from simulations should
be the result of multi-agent interactions and not because of complex individual
behaviours [5]. An agent is an autonomous virtual entity that interacts with
other agents according to a set of simple rules, imitating the behaviour of real
people. We carefully evaluate our model to ensure that it accurately reproduces
the behaviour we observe in a real online Q&A community.

2 Related Work: Agent-based Models of Social Behaviour

The agent-based approach is well suited to modelling communities and social
networks. Despite this, there has not been previous work on modelling the Q&A
communities, which are at the cornerstone of many enterprise support platforms.
In related work, other types of communities have been modelled. However, these
models cannot be used to validly generate Q&A behaviour due to features that
are unique to Q&A platforms, especially the two different classes of posts, i.e.
questions and answers, and the mechanics of selecting a best answer.

Bernstein and O’Brien produced a domain agnostic model of the activity pat-
terns of people [6]. The core part of their model is to define when agents become
active, what role they choose to fulfil, and which of the available actions they
choose to perform. This is similar to our work. The authors evaluate their model
on a target dataset that was artificially created by another simulation. As such
it is not clear how well it reproduces behaviour of the real world. For validating
our Q&A model, we rely on a data-driven evaluation. Xu et al. created a model
where agents create, review and update content in a collaborative knowledge
processing environment such as Wikipedia [7]. Like this work, we initially used
the notions of knowledge and quality in order to represent an agent’s ability to
contribute. After experimentation we summarised both concepts to the single
measure of quality. This simplifies the model and also provides an easier basis
for evaluation on a real world data set.

Gatti et al. developed a model of Micro-blogging community like Twitter
[8] to examine how messages diffuse across the ego-centric network of a user.
Agent behaviours were learnt from real data. In the experiments, however, the
authors only showed limited aspects of how the model adhered to the real data.
In this approach agent behaviour was dependent on the time of day. This concept
could also prove useful for our model in future work. Mungovan et al.’s agent
based study examined the factors that let a social network converge towards
adapting one single social norm [9]. They found that a community converges
faster towards a single norm when there are random interactions with unseen
agents, and when agents are not fully rational in their behaviour. While not in
the scope of this paper, this observation may help to further explain how users
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change their posting behaviour with respect to others. In summary, our model
complements existing research by explaining emerging behaviour in online Q&A
communities, while being validated on real data every step in the development.

3 Overview

A Q&A forum is a place where people ask for help or advice in the form of
question posts, and other people try to provide support by replying with answer
posts. Each question post starts a new forum thread, and all the correspond-
ing answer posts are contained within that thread. We consider all replies to a
question to be answers to that question. From all the answers that hold enough
information to solve a given question, the question asker can choose one to be
the best answer, which implies a reward of some sort in many Q&A platforms.

The Reference Data The Q&A site that we use for our evaluation of the
model is the SAP Community Network (http://scn.sap.com). In the SCN,
SAP customers pose predominantly technical questions about SAP products,
and other community members – customers and SAP employees – try to help
them. We randomly selected twelve of the biggest SCN communities. Two for
calibrating our model, and ten for evaluating it. For normalisation, we picked
as many posts from each community as the smallest one contained. In order to
capture the most active period of each community, we picked their most recent
complete threads. In the end, each of the twelve communities contained about
20,000 posts, and covered more than two years of posting activity.

Methodology Our approach can be summarised in three steps: observation,
parameter fitting and validation. First, we examined the data in order to build
a model that reproduces the Q&A behaviour from the SCN. We observed how
many questions and answers are written by the users, and how many questions
they solve with a best answer. Then, we designed the agents that represent real
life users in our model, and created rules that enable the agents to act and
interact like the users do in the data. Throughout this work, we refer to real
people as users, in contrast to the agents that represent them in the model. In
the parameter fitting stage, we calibrated the model according to the observed
user behaviour, including the agent attributes and the interaction rules. Finally,
we validated the calibrated model on the evaluation communities.

4 The Q&A Community Model

Our model aims at producing the same Q&A behaviour that we observe in the
real data. Agents will join the modelled community at a rate that we observe
from the reference data, and they become active by creating question or answer
items in certain time intervals. We define time discretely as the total number of
created question or answer items since the start of the simulation. In particular,
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an agent can create a question, submit an answer to another agent’s question,
receive an answer to their own question, or accept a received answer as best
answer. The agents will differ from one another, as they are defined by a set
of agent attributes: expertise, activity and Q-A-ratio, as shown in Figure 1. For
example, some agents will post more frequently than others, based on their
activity attribute. The question attribute requirement and the answer attribute
quality determine which answers can solve a question by being of good quality.

answer

question

answers

expertise
Q-A-ratio

activity
requirement

quality

questions
agent
attributes interaction

rules

creates
accepts

Fig. 1: Overview of the agent attributes and interaction rules between agents in our
Q&A community model. An agent can create question posts for which they receive
answers by others, and they can themselves create answer posts to the questions of
others. Agents will also accept best answers if their quality exceeds the requirement of
the posed question. Creating a post is equal to one time step.

4.1 Agent Attributes

We will show that there are three fundamental attributes that are sufficient to
describe user behaviour in a Q&A platform: expertise, activity and question-
answer ratio, or Q-A-ratio. The expertise describes the domain knowledge of an
agent: agents with a lot of domain knowledge are more capable to solve questions
than agents with little knowledge. The activity attribute captures how frequently
an agent participates in the community, and the Q-A-ratio determines how likely
it is that an agent seeks help in the form of a question rather than replying to
questions of others. The three attributes are normalised between 0 and 1.

Expertise The purpose of the agents’ expertise attribute is to capture the users’
capability to solve questions. When users write questions, they are seeking help.
That means they have a certain requirement of information. On the other hand,
when they write answers, they are providing help. And the information they
provide has a certain quality. Based on the notion of information requirement
and quality, we can now identify whether an answer is able to solve a question
by providing at least as much quality of information as the asker requires.

Although we did not have access to any direct way of measuring expertise
in online communities, we utilised the reward system of the reference data to
estimate the user expertise. SCN’s reward system provides the question asker
with a way to select one of the received answers as best answer. We define the
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number of best answers scored by a user or agent i in relation to their total
amount of answers as their individual expertise, as shown in Equation 1.

expertisei =
#bestAnswersi

#answersi
(1)

We acknowledge that the accuracy of this metric is limited, for example in
cases where the asker does not select any best answer for some reason, or where
there are more than one very good answer and the asker has to select one.
However, these cases also occur in our model. In our experiments on the SCN
data, we found that the users’ best answer ratio is exponentially distributed.
Very similar distributions we also found in different Q&A sites, such as Stack
Overflow and Yahoo! Answers. Hence, we model the distribution of expertise as
an exponential distribution as described in Equation 2.

expertise ∼ e(−
x

0.2 ) (2)

It is a variation of the natural exponential function that is based on the Euler
constant e. Function 2 randomly distributes expertise among the agents, where
0 ≤ x < 1 is a uniform random number, generated by the simulation, and the
parameter 0.2 creates the slope that best approximates the observed distribution.
We obtained this parameter by fitting the expertise distribution of the agents to
the observed distribution of the users’ best answer ratio.

Activity The activity attribute determines how frequently agents participate
in the community by creating question and answer items. We measure the activ-
ity distribution directly from the reference data through the post count of the
users, and we observe that it is also exponentially distributed. Moreover, our
experiments revealed a strong correlation between the two attributes expertise
and activity. According to our reference data, the domain experts are the most
frequent posters. We assume that the more a user is active in their domain,
the more they increase their expertise. We simplify this correlation by setting
activityi = expertisei for every agent i. Therefore, activity also follows the ex-
ponential distribution as described in Equation 2 for expertise. Finally, in every
time step one agent whose activity attribute is above a random threshold will
become active and create either a question or an answer.

Q-A-Ratio The agent attribute Q-A-ratio determines whether an active agent
is creating a question or an answer. Our experiments on the SCN data revealed
that newcomers have a probability of 2

3 to ask a question rather than replying
to one. This ratio decreases the more users participate in the community. Our
previous observation of a correlation between activity and expertise allows us to
assume that there is a link between the user’s expertise and their probability of
writing a question. We define a linear dependency between expertise and Q-A-
ratio in Equation 3 for each agent i, and find that it fits the SCN data well.

Q-A-ratioi =
2

3
∗ (1− expertisei) (3)
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4.2 Agent Interaction Rules

The agents follow a number of basic rules in order to interact with each other
by creating question and answer items, and by accepting best answers.

Creating Questions Based to their Q-A-ratio attribute, an agent might de-
cide to create a new question item. Similar to the agent attributes, also questions
and answers have attributes. The attribute of the question is the asker’s require-
ment of information, which is defined by their expertise, and therefore it is also
exponentially distributed between 0 and 1. The information requirement sets a
threshold that answers must meet in order to successfully solve a question.

Because of the observed interdependency between Q-A-ratio and expertise,
novice agents create more questions than expert agents. These novice questions
are easier to solve since their information requirement is low. However, expert
agents occasionally create a question, which then can only be solved by another
expert agent, based on their levels of expertise. We can observe a similar be-
haviour in the real data, where expert users might pose a controversial question
which requires deep domain knowledge to be sufficiently answered.

Creating Answers If active agents do not create a question, they will alterna-
tively create an answer. Answers have a quality of information attribute, which
is defined by the expertise of the answering agent. This is the counterpart to the
question’s information requirement. Only answers with at least as much informa-
tion as the asker needs are able to solve the question, see Equation 4. However,
agents of any expertise may reply to any question. We can observe the same be-
haviour in the SCN data, where users who cannot solve the question sometimes
state that they are facing the same problem as the question-asker, perhaps also
providing additional details of the problem.

A can solve Q =

{
true if qualityA ≥ requirementQ
false otherwise

(4)

An answer always refers to an existing question, and the only restriction the
agents have for answering questions is that they cannot answer their own ques-
tions. In our model, we assume that agents are able to formulate their problem
completely in one question post, and do not need to reply to their own question
with more information. This simplifies the model. The agents follow one out of
two possible ways to choose which question to reply to. With a probability of
1
3 an agent will reply to a question that they have replied to in the past. We
saw this probability in the real data. Many users come back to a question they
already replied to, often after they got more details about the posed problem.

The other 2
3 of the time agents will choose to reply to a question from a pool

of qualifying questions. Based on our observations, this pool contains only recent
questions that have received very few answers and are not yet solved. The maxi-
mum age and maximum number of posts already received are randomly assigned
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in each time step, based on Equations 5 and 6 respectively. As we discussed be-
fore, the exponential function e describes best human behaviour, and the param-
eter 0.1 creates a slope of e that we fitted to our calibration data. The question
age depends on a generated uniform random number 0 ≤ x < 1 and on t, which
denotes the number of time steps that have passed. The purpose of t is to stretch
the normalised exponential function over the whole range of passed time steps.
The maximum age and maximum amount of answers reflect the users’ observed
tendency to reply to recent threads that have only very few answers, if any at all.

questionAgereplyTo ≤ t ∗ e(−
x

0.1 ) (5) answerCount ≤ −1 ∗ lnx (6)

In our experiments we observed that the users’ tendency for recency mainly
affects the creation time of the question, and not the creation time of the last
answer. We assume that users want to reply to questions that do not have any
answers yet. The time of the most recent answer appears to be less relevant for
them. That indicates that the community does usually not jump onto hot topics,
as it might be the case in online platforms that are more focussed on general
discussions and information sharing, such as reddit.com.

Accepting Answers Agents who created questions will check whether one of
their questions was solved, and they will accept one of the answers whose qual-
ity exceeds the requirement of their question, see Equation 4. Our experiments
during the model calibration revealed that an answer is accepted with approx-
imately 6% probability for each post that is created, and that the chance of a
question to be resolved decreases over time. We implement the same behaviour
into our model. In particular, questions can be solved based on the following cri-
teria: first, they must have received at least one eligible answer, i.e. with a quality
greater than or equal to the requirement of the question. Second, the question
must not already have an accepted best answer. Third, it must be within a limit
of time steps as defined by Equation 7, with x as a generated uniform random
input and constant c.

questionAgemarkSolved = c ∗ e(−
x

0.1 ) (7)

We find that a good approximation of the reference data is when the agents
only consider selecting a best answer of questions that have been created in the
last 1000 time steps. Hence, we set c to 1000 in our model. The parameter 0.1 fits
the exponential function according to that observation to a mean of around 100
time steps. The average of around 100 time steps roughly translates to receiving
the best answer within some hours up to a few days in the reference data,
depending on the size of the community. Note that we cannot actually measure
the time when an answer is accepted because we do not have that information in
our data. We can only measure the time it takes for the best answer to arrive.
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5 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our model, we implemented it in the freely available multi-
agent modelling framework NetLogo [10]. The version of our NetLogo model that
we describe in this work is available online2. For the evaluation, we observed the
effects of the agent attributes and interaction rules on the shape of threads and
the question solving behaviour. It is important to keep in mind that the plots
in this section show the observed distributions from the data and the resulting
output of the model. The internal parameters such as expertise, activity and
Q-A-ratio, which cause the output, are not plotted.

To minimise bias and outliers, we averaged the results of ten runs of the
simulation, and also of ten different communities from the SCN reference data
that we described in Section 3. We compare the output of the model f with the
reference data y by computing the average error δ as defined in Equation 8. It
measures the average distance between each data point yi and fi, and normalises
it over the maximum value of the reference data y. For each output, δ provides
us with a direct feedback of how far off our model is from the reference data. A
low average error indicates a good fit of the model.

δ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|yi − fi|
max(y)

(8)

5.1 Validation of Agent Attributes

First, we look into the effects that are directly related to the agent attributes
expertise, activity and Q-A-ratio, before we proceed to examine the interdepen-
dencies between the individual attributes. We set the model up to produce as
many agents and posts as there are on average in the calibration data.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of best answers per user as the result of the expertise attribute
(left), and the total posts per user as the result of the activity attribute (right).

Expertise In Section 4.1 we stated that expertise is exponentially distributed
in online Q&A platforms. Figure 2 (left) shows the distribution over the SCN

2 https://github.com/eaumayr/ABM-QA-community/tree/EC-Web2014
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data and the distribution generated by our model. The majority of users fails
to score a best answer, and only a very small number of users is able to solve
more than two questions. The model simulates this exponential distribution of
best answers per user well with δ = 0.010.

Activity Analogue to the expertise, we can show that the activity is exponen-
tially distributed among the users. Our model simulates the distribution of posts
per user very well, as we can see in Figure 2 (right). The average error δ for the
number of posts per agent is 0.0064.

Q-A-Ratio The Q-A-ratio determines how many posts an agent creates will
be questions. Although the internal agent attribute Q-A-ratio is exponentially
distributed according to Equations 2 and 3, it is remarkable that the observ-
able distribution of the resulting question proportion per agent is so different.
Especially noticeable are the peaks at 0, 1

3 , 1
2 , 2

3 and 1, see Figure 3 (left). The
reason for that is the interplay between the Q-A-ratio and the activity. Our
model produces a very similar distribution with δ = 0.0503.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the proportion of written questions per user, which results from
the agents’ Q-A-ratio attribute (left). Number of discrete time steps it takes for a ques-
tion to receive a reply (right).

Activity, Expertise and Q-A-Ratio Interdependency In Figure 4, we
plotted for every user (blue) and agent (red) the relation between the question
proportion and post count, and the relation between best answer ratio and post
count. The red plots are the results of the interdependencies between the agents’
activity, expertise and Q-A-ratio attributes. The similarity to the trends that
are exhibited in the SCN data plots proves that the model captures these inter-
dependencies correctly. In both the real data and the simulation, the individuals
post less questions the more active they are, and the most active users have a
best answer rate of around 10%.

5.2 Validation of Agent Interaction Rules

We evaluate the question selection and solving rules in the following section.
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Fig. 4: Proportion of questions (top row) and best answers (bottom row). Every data
point is a user (blue) or agent (red), with their post count along the x-axes.

Replying to a Question Based on our observations from the SCN data, we
defined the pool of eligible questions to reply to in Equations 5 and 6. The agent
will pick an open question that is recent and has only very few answers, if any.
Figure 3 (right) shows the number of posts it takes until a question receives a
reply. Our model produces a very similar reply time behaviour, with δ = 0.0485.

A common metric for online platforms is the average thread length or, al-
ternatively for Q&A platforms, the number of answers per question. We can see
in Figure 5 (left) that the model simulates the average number of answers per
question accurately, with about half an answer less per question, and an aver-
age error of δ = 0.1378. That is especially remarkable since the model does not
contain any parameter that directly regulates the thread length.

Since the agents prefer to reply to questions with only few answers, short
threads with two or three posts are predominant. We observe the same behaviour
in the SCN community, as can be seen in Figure 5 (right). Our model simulates
that behaviour with δ = 0.0871. Although the number of short threads is lower in
the SCN data, the number of questions that received no answer is well captured
by the model. This is especially important for companies because they ultimately
want to minimise the number of unanswered questions.

Solving a Question Many Q&A platforms have the functionality of selecting
one of the received answers as the best answer, which is often connected with a
reward of some sort. We observed in the SCN data that only about 22% of the
questions have a selected best answer. This low number of solved questions poses
a twofold problem. Not only is a big part of the users not receiving their reward
points, which might cause some frustration among the customers, but it also
means that our measure of expertise is based on 22% of the data. That introduces
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Fig. 5: Average number of answers per question over discrete time. One time step
is equivalent to one created post (left). Distribution of thread lengths, where one-post
threads are questions without replies (right).

bias because the actual number of solved questions per user is certainly higher.
For example, instead of 10 to 15%, the most active users might actually solve
between 20 and 50% of the questions they reply to. That would make them much
more expert than the data suggests. Figure 6 (left) and an average error of δ
= 0.0396 prove that our model produces the same behaviour with 22% solved
questions, and therefore also with the bias towards lower best-answer ratios.
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Fig. 6: Proportion of solved questions, i.e. questions that received an accepted best
answer (left). Time until a question is solved by receiving a best answer. (right) In both
plots, the x-axis shows the discrete time passed in terms of created posts.

In Figure 6 (right) we plot the discrete time until the average question receives
a best answer. The best answer time increases slower in the SCN data than it
does in our simulation, with an average error of 0.2272. However, the trend of
the curve has been captured by the simulation, with a similar average solving
time of around 100 time steps towards the end of the measured time period. A
better fitting of the solving criterion in Equation 7 will reduce that difference.

6 Conclusions

In this work we present an agent-based model of an online Q&A community,
and we show that the model accurately produces the interactions we observe
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from the reference data, the SAP Community Network. Although agent-based
modelling is being used to study social interactions in many domains, it has not
been used before for Q&A communities with their specific features such as the
different classes of posts, i.e. questions and answers, and selecting best answers.
Our decision for agent-based modelling was motivated by its power to explain
the underlying dynamics from which the observed complex networks emerge.

The model provides us with a number of insights. First of all, we can show
that the three agent attributes expertise, activity and Q-A-ratio, along with a
set of simple rules, are sufficient to describe the question answering behaviour
that we observe in the SAP Community Network. Furthermore, these internal
attributes and rules exhibit exponential distributions that we fitted according
to the reference data. A second finding is that some of the observed behaviours
are not directly regulated by our model, yet still very accurately reproduced by
it. An example for this is the average thread length. Finally, we note the good
performance of the model although we only considered temporal factors rather
than user generated content. This lets us assume that recency is far more im-
portant than content to capture question answering behaviour. In summary, we
show that our model combines the two sides of explanatory power and predicting
power by providing us with insights into the underlying user interactions, while
also accurately matching Q&A behaviour of unseen data.

With this model, we created a basis on which we can study phenomena that
we were not able to explain from examining the data, for example the effects
of different types of users. In particular, our future work includes investigating
what is the proportion of malicious users that a community can cope with until
it fails to maintain a desired throughput of answered questions. Our ultimate
goal is to develop an agent-based framework for providers of Q&A websites that
enables the analysis of their platform in order to improve certain aspects, such
as the ratio of solved questions, without having to perform risky trial-and-error
experiments on the live community. Therefore, our next step will be to extend
the current model and validate it on other Q&A platforms.
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